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Abstract

Mathematical description of a design model on crack initiation in an isotropic
thick-walled cylinder under conditions of plane deformation is given. The solu-
tion of a problem on equilibrium of a thick-walled cylinder with embryonic crack
under conditions of non-uniform temperature field is reduced to the solution of
a Cauchy type integral equation with a kernel. Condition of appearance of crack
is formulated with regard to criterium of ultimate opening of prefailure zone
lips.

Let the cross section of the cylinder under consideration fill in the plane
z = x+ iy the domain S bounded from outside by a circle of radius R1, from inside
by a circle of radius R. Consider stress-strain state in annular domain S under non-
uniform temperature field. It is considered that distribution of temperature T (r, θ)
is known from the solution of heatconductivity theory problem. Assume that plane
strain state holds.

It is accepted that there is a stress concentrator (zone of weakened interparticle
bonds of material) in the material of metallic thick-walled cylinder. When the cylin-
der is loaded by a thermal demand, therein (interlayers of overstresses material) a
plastic flow field appears. After some number of thermal demand cycles, possibil-
ity of plastic strain in the zone of weakened interparticle bonds of the material is
exhausted and opening of plastic flow strip lips increases sharply. If the opening
of prefailure zone lips (area of weakened interparticle bonds of the material) at the
point of maximal concentration attains limiting value δc for the given material of
the cylinder, fatigue crack originates at this point [1].

In the course of operation of the cylinder, in metallic cylinder there will arise
the prefailure zones that are modeled as zones of weakened interparticle bonds of
the material. Interaction of prefailure zone lips is modeled by introducing plastic
slip lines (degenerated strips of plastic strains) between its lips. It is assumed that
under the action of thermal demand, the interaction between surface in failure zones
is characterized by constant normal σT and tangent τT adhesion stresses. Such an
assumption allows to model plastic flow in prefailure zones of material. Physical
nature of such bonds and sizes of prefailure zone wherein interaction of interparticle
bonds zones lips is realized, depends on the form of material [2,3].

In the considered case, rise of crack in the section of the cylinder is a process
of transition of prefailure zone to the zone of broken bonds between the surface of
the cylinders material. The sizes of prefailure zone are not known beforehand and
should be defined in the course of solution of the considered problem.

We model a cylinder by an isotropic homogeneous body. A solid body (cylinder)
deformable beyond elasticity is represented as a body that is deformable everywhere
except some surface (prefailure strip). Recall that elastic deformation is alternation
in distances between elementary particles without changing their arrangement, but
plastic deformation is accompanied by alternation of relative arrangement of atoms




